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ABSTRACT
Most of cyberscam-related studies focus on threats perpetrated against the Western society, with a particular attention to the USA and Europe. Regrettably, no research has been done on scams targeting African countries, especially Nigeria, where the notorious and (in)famous 419 advanced-fee scam, targeted towards other countries, originated. However, as we know, cybercrime is a global problem affecting all parties. In this study, we investigate a form of advance fee fraud scam unique to Nigeria and targeted at Nigerians, but unknown to the Western world. For the study, we rely substantially on almost two years worth of data harvested from an online discussion forum used by criminals. We complement this dataset with recent data from three other active forums to consolidate and generalize the research. We apply machine learning to the data to understand the criminals’ modus operandi. We show that the criminals exploit the socio-political and economic problems prevalent in the country to craft various fraud schemes to defraud vulnerable groups such as secondary school students and unemployed graduates. The result of our research can help potential victims and policy makers to develop measures to counter the activities of these criminal groups.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most computer security research focuses on scams aimed at the West, especially the U.S. and Europe [5, 15, 25, 42], with a few exceptions focused on Asian countries [10, 22, 27, 30, 31, 46] and South America [36]. To date, there has been no detailed study dealing with cybercrime aimed at the African continent, especially Nigeria. Although a considerable number of studies have been conducted on the notorious Nigerian 419 scam [8, 16, 20, 24, 29, 41, 44], none of them revealed attacks focused specifically on Africans or Nigerians living in Nigeria. While the long history and advanced use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the Western societies justify the large body of literature dealing with its misuse, the absence of detailed studies on other regions, such as Africa, creates the impression that these societies are immune from cyber attacks. On the contrary, there is more happening out there that has not been brought to the attention of the concerned public. Our study aims at bridging this gap, i.e., the paucity of African unique contribution to the global cybercrime, by studying in detail a form of 419 (advance fee fraud) scam unique to the West but unique to Africa—Nigeria in particular—targeted at Nigerians living in Nigeria. This scam can be compared to One-Click Fraud [10] which uses online tools with low-tech contents to target a predominantly Japanese audience.

With a few exceptions [44], Nigerian 419 fraudsters usually have foreigners as their primary target. The reason for the criminals’ preference is obvious: difficulty in investigation or prosecution arising from differences in security and legal systems of countries and higher per capita income in the targeted countries, among other factors [18]. In this work, however, we study a different form of 419 fraud targeting economically weak and vulnerable Nigerians (e.g., unemployed youths, secondary school leavers seeking admission into higher education institutions, and other vulnerable online users) as we observed in some online forums being used by the fraudsters. We investigate and highlight their modus operandi and tools of the trade showing examples of scam campaign operations carried out by members of such Internet criminal groups.

In particular, we make the following contributions:

1. We highlight a unique form of scam targeting weak and vulnerable Nigerian students, secondary school leavers, and other online users.

2. We rely on machine learning techniques to automatically identify common themes (e.g., academic, employment, dating) that fraudsters rely on to lure their victims. Our results show, for instance, that unemployment and prolonged periods of strike by university lecturers are the main drivers of this type of cybercrime.

2. THE CYBERCRIME ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we describe the source of our main data, the data extraction process as well as the social and eco-
monic environment promoting the development of the cybercrime.

2.1 The Forums

Every country has its share and variants of the most common cybercriminal activities [1] and various factors driving its growth. In the case of Nigeria, the socio-political and economic problems which afflicted the country since the late 1980s impoverished many of its citizens forcing some of them to engage in crime as a business. Various forms of frauds operated initially by means of letter writing and later by telephone and faxes became widespread. With advent of Internet/email and their inherent economies of scale, the scammers wasted no time in migrating their operations to those new platforms [29].

The forum www.topix.com is a news aggregation website based in the United States. The website maintains different forums that cater for the interest of its users. One of those forums maintained by www.topix.com is the Nigerian forum1, an open forum that enables users to login and comment on issues related to Nigeria. At inception in 2005, posts on the forum centered on news and current affairs especially those relating to Nigeria. It appears, however, that as time went on, from 2012–2013, fraudsters found the facilities provided by the website (which enables anybody to post to the forum without any form of verification or stringent registration conditions) as good incentives to exploit the platform. Thus, from 2012 onwards, scam related posts began to appear, unveiling a new, previously unstudied cybercrime, which is discussed in the rest of this paper.

The Nigerian forum hosts valuable easy-to-crawl information which sheds light on 419 scams perpetrated against Nigerians, in particular, the forum mainly hosts plain-text posts promoting different types of scam services as well as contact information—mostly telephone numbers—to reach out to the fraudsters.

Suspecting that the scammers operating on the main forum under investigation (topix.com/nigeria) are not likely to restrict their activities to that single forum, we used some sample phone numbers found in the dataset to perform a web engine search which revealed many pages (URLs) containing similar scam posts. We pursued the investigation further and identified some active sites which we crawled using our scraping tools to arrive at the data shown on Table 1.

2.2 Scam Structure and Scheme Monetization

Cybercrime has shifted from proof-of-concept and show-off of technical skills to monetary pursuits [21, 23]. To achieve this, every economically motivated crime must have a way of converting its scheme to cash — its ultimate target. For our dataset, we investigated the economic model and monetization schemes used by the criminals involved. For instance, the criminal would, at first contact with the victim (usually by the victim responding to an advertisement in one of the forum posts), request them to purchase mobile phone prepaid credit of 3,000 Naira (approx. USD 81.50) and send the code together with their (victim’s) credentials for the required service to the fraudster’s mobile phones. The fraudster would claim to use the prepaid credit to call the officers in the applicable institution who would effect the required service (e.g., an “upgrade” of examination results). The catch here is that the fraudsters would receive the prepaid credit and convert it to cash by discounting it to friends, relations or those operating paid call services at business centers. Each case would end up with the victim parting with prepaid credit without receiving the promised or advertised service(s).

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of scam operations on the forum as revealed by our study; the cybercriminal posts scam-related ads on the forum (1) to lure victims (2), who contact the fraudster via email or mobile phone calls, as advertised in the post (3). A series of interactions take place between the fraudster and the victims during which social engineering attacks are carried out to convince victims that the services are genuine (4). This phase of the discussions would result in the fraudster requesting for an advance payment in form of mobile phone prepaid credit or cash. Victims then pay the amount agreed to the fraudster’s bank account (5) or as prepaid mobile phone credit (6). The fraudster then sells the prepaid credit (at a discount) received at (6) to third parties, such as friends, relations, business bureau (7). The scammer receives cash for the prepaid credit sold at (7) and withdraws cash (directly or through a mole) paid into their bank account by victims at (5).

2.2.1 Typical Prices of Scam Goods and Services

We depend on the four forums and websites mentioned in Section 2 for our data extraction and analysis. However, a simple web search using combinations of keywords usually found in scam messages (WAEC, JAMB, etc.) would reveal many of those sites. Narrowing the investigation further would yield some pages that contain scam products and their prices in plain text. Samples of such sites containing scam products and their prices can be seen on 2 and 3. From these, we see fraudsters operating these sites advertising fake examination questions and answers for the May/June 2016 West African Examination Council, O’Level examination. Prices range from 400 Naira (USD 2) to 10,000 Naira (USD 50) depending on the number of subjects and subject combinations sought.

2.2.2 Payment and Settlement Methods

Unlike sophisticated cybercriminals that operate underground, employing different techniques to hide their activities, fraudsters operating on our forums of interest appear not to be bothered about such concealment. Scam posts are made in plain text and posted on open forums and websites

1www.topix.com/forum/nigeria

http://blastexam.com/site_43.xhtml

http://expowap.com/site_123.xhtml
with weak security controls. While the sophisticated cyber-criminals would opt for monetization and payment systems that give them some elements of anonymity e.g. bitcoins, the class of scammers under our study go for simple options of receiving their payments in the form of assets that are easily converted to cash (mobile phone top-up credit) or direct receipt of cash into advertised bank accounts. A visit to the sample scam pages mentioned in Section 2.2.1 shows both payment methods being advertised.

3. GENERAL STATISTICS

In this section we present general statistics and trends of the data in the dataset explaining factors that may be responsible for such statistical occurrences. Shown on Table 2 are the general characteristics of the extracted crime data. The forum under study is a very active one, used by scammers to advertise various types of schemes. It has a total of 711,861 posts recorded between 01-01-2012 and 20-11-2013, an average of 1,033 posts per day.

The total number of posts with phone numbers is 598,572. The appearance of phone numbers in 598,572 posts out of a total of 711,861 (84.09%), most of them Nigerian registered phone numbers, suggests that the mobile phone is a tool of contact preferred by the fraudsters. We will rely on analysis of this attribute (phone numbers), relying on insight gained from [13], to further understand the criminals' mode of operations. Furthermore, careful review of the topics of the posts and reference to companies and institutions based in Nigeria in most of them further suggests that this is a crime targeted at mostly Nigerians or Nigerian residents.

3.1 Identifying Crime Posts

Not all posts found in the forum are necessarily crime related, but the majority of them are. This raises the important question, how do we automatically determine if a post is a scam or not? We treat this as a typical binary class classification problem and depend on supervised machine learning techniques (data classification) to answer it. The approach we used is explained in this section.

Dataset. We use random sampling without replacement to select 663 posts (samples) from the total of 711,861 posts in our dataset at a confidence level of 95% and error rate of 5%, based on the statistical method described in [34], [14]. We augmented the data with additional 372 random samples chosen from the data to address the "Imbalanced Dataset" problem discussed in [9].

Addressing the “Imbalanced Dataset” Problem. A phenomenon known as the “Imbalanced Dataset” [9] occurs when the y-label of one class in an n-class classification problem overwhelms the labels in other classes. The tendency in such cases is for the learning algorithm to generalize and categorize (predict) all cases in favour of the majority class. The solution to the Imbalanced Dataset problem is to balance it artificially through up-sampling or under-sampling. In the up-sampling method, we craft more data of the type of the minority and inject it into the training set to bring the minority at par or near par with the majority class. The under-sampling approach does the balancing by removing some of the data items in the majority category to bring it at par to the minority - this approach can result in loss of some features.

For our problem, we chose the over-sampling approach by randomly searching through our dataset to select non-crime data items and include them in the training / development set to achieve a reasonable balance in the classes of posts contained in the training dataset. This resulted in a rebalanced dataset of 1,035 posts (samples) from the total of 711,861 posts. This sample set was then randomized and adopted as the training set after checking that it captures most relevant information about the main dataset [38].

Feature Sets. The body text of posts contained in the development set was adopted as the feature set after stemming and removal of stop words. The words frequency based on bag of words approach commonly used in NLP was used to extract words from the texts.

Training Set and Class Labels. As explained earlier, we randomly sample 1,035 messages out of 711,861 at a specific confidence level (95%) and error rate (5%). The reason is that we needed to build ground truth. To this end, we manually vetted the messages. It is not feasible to carry out such an activity on the whole corpus (711,861 messages), but this becomes a reasonable task on a smaller dataset: we then rely on statistical sampling theory to provide statistical bounds on errors and confidence by looking at 1,035 instead of 711,861. Each line of the training set was manually inspected and assigned a class label of “Yes” if the post suggests it is crime-related or “No” otherwise. The following heuristics were developed and used to decide if a post is crime-related or not:

1. Any post advertising that JAMB\textsuperscript{3}, WAEC\textsuperscript{5}, or GCE\textsuperscript{6} form is out and asking to be contacted is a scam; 2. Any post offering to give admission into any institution of learning is a scam; 3. Any post offering any form of assistance for job or employment is a scam; 5. Offers of spiritual / religious assistance e.g., prayers, illuminati membership, magical powers, healing etc.; 6. Offering products e.g., Dangote Cement below its market price; 7. Advertising forbidden or illegal services e.g., sale of kidneys or sperm, or porn services; 8. Offering any form of introduction e.g., recruitment in most of them further suggests that this is a crime post offering any form of fun services e.g., sex for money or employment is a scam; 3. Any post offering to give assistance to any candidate to gain admission into any institution of learning is a scam; 5. Offers of spiritual / religious assistance e.g., prayers, illuminati membership, magical powers, healing etc.; 6. Offering products e.g., Dangote Cement below its market price; 7. Advertising forbidden or illegal services e.g., sale of kidneys or sperm, or porn services; 8. Offering any form of introduction e.g., recruitment in most of them further suggests that this is a crime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Posts</th>
<th>Unique Phones</th>
<th>Crime Posts</th>
<th>% of Crime posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.adsafrica.om">http://www.adsafrica.om</a></td>
<td>115,038</td>
<td>6,204</td>
<td>50,157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.123nigeria.com/">http://www.123nigeria.com/</a></td>
<td>96,038</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>75,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://forumng.com/">http://forumng.com/</a></td>
<td>95,778</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>94,242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{3}Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board

\textsuperscript{5}West African Examination Council

\textsuperscript{6}General Certificate of Education
to the Nigerian music or movie industry or a popular artist, audition, football academy, etc.; 9. Offering financial loan services; 10. Assistance for procurement of visa services; 11. Assistance with pool betting and casinos including the Nigerian version – “Baba Ijebu”; 12. Any form of assistance to get rich quick; 13. Offers of scholarships; 14. Any offer for “EXPO” services – selling exam questions (and answers) in advance of the examinations; 15. Any post advertising upgrades of WAEC or UTME\(^7\) grades; 16. Any post advertising telecommunication cheats codes involving entry of prepaid credit.

**Choice of Machine Learning Algorithm.** Since our experiment involves classification of text data, we chose Support Virtual Machine (SVM) – a commonly used algorithm that has been shown to perform well on text classification tasks [45] [32].

**ML Model Development.** The training (X-labels) set was fed into an ML pre-processor for vectorization and conversion to Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) using the bag of words contained in the posts after stemming and removal of stop words. The output of the vectorization and the class labels (Y-labels) were then fitted into the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the purpose being to evaluate the utility of the algorithm on our dataset.

**Model Validation.** To hinder overfitting, we evaluate our approach in a 5-fold cross validation setting. Table 4 shows the results, with SVM slightly outperforming SGD with 96.16% F1-measure.

**The Support Vector Machine and Choice of Kernel Parameters.** Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm suited for supervised learning problems (classification and regression). Developed in 1992 [7], the algorithm has found a wide range of applications such as text classification, image recognition and written digits recognition. The algorithm works by computing an optimal hyperplane that separates a given set of data into two distinct classes. The algorithm is versed in statistical learning and mathematical theories whose details are beyond the scope of this work. The algorithm works with some parameters that need to be tuned to obtain optimal performance. In this work, we depend on the implementation of the algorithm contained in the Scikit-learn package [39] with its default parameters (kernel = rbf) which we consider adequate for our relatively small sample dataset. However, in high-dimension data, the default parameters may not be adequate and would need to be set to appropriate values.

**Classification of the Entire Dataset.** Based on the satisfactory performance of the SVM model on the development set, we applied the model on the entire dataset (711,861 less 1,035 posts used for training). The classification resulted in 679,222 (95.55%) of the posts being classified as crime (Yes) and the balance of 31,604 (4.45%) posts classified as non-crime at the chosen confidence level of 95% and error rate of 5%.

**Conclusion.** The forum is a crime hub used by scammers to advertise various forms of schemes aimed at deceiving and exploiting their victims. In Section 4.2, we will attempt to group the posts by crime category.

### 3.2 Other Characteristics of the Dataset

In the following, we discuss the characteristics of the data in more details.

**Distinct Phone Numbers and their Distribution.** The total distinct phone numbers found in the posts is 12,425, clearly showing that this is a crime riding mostly on the back of Internet and mobile phones (see Table 3). The four GSM mobile phone companies operating in Nigeria (MTN, GLO, Airtel, and Etisalat) account for 97.49% of the unique phone numbers found in the dataset. This information strongly suggests that any major attempt at preventing or reducing this type of crime must involve the mobile phone companies.

In April 2013, Nigeria launched the Mobile Number Portability (MNP) scheme to allow users to switch from their mobile service operator to another, without changing their phone numbers. We wanted to see if the MNP scheme would adversely affect the values in Table 2. According to the 2013 Year End Subscriber Network Data Report [12] released by the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC), the total number of ported lines was only 0.09% of the total connected lines, as of December 2013. This shows that there was minimal migration of users across mobile operators, and Table 2 remains valid.

### 4. DETAILED ANALYSIS

We present results of the analysis performed on our dataset, complementing the information presented above.
Specifically, we show scam growth patterns and the activity of top actors.

**Days and Posts Collection.** Each day encompasses business activities for the criminals, totaling 689 days worth of cybercrime-related posts. The top ten posters are responsible for 5.71% of the total posts with phone numbers. In fact, the most prolific poster accounts for 1.12% of the total posts. Cybercrime disruption intervention should start by targeting top players.

**Pareto Principle (80-20 rule).** The Pareto principle states that for most events, 20% of causes are responsible for 80% of outcomes. We tested this principle on the dataset and found that 20% of posters (phone numbers) are indeed responsible for 89.89% of crime posts containing phone numbers, thus confirming our dataset as being in conformance to the Pareto rule. This information strongly suggests that any operation that disrupts the activity of this 20% will almost eradicate—even if temporarily—criminal activities on the forum.

**Monthly Growth of Posts.** We observe a steady increase in the number of posts from a low value of 218 in January 2012 to 142,344 posts in September 2013 (Figure 2). One noticeable point from this data (Figure 2) is a sharp drop from October 2013. This corresponds to the period during which lecturers in the universities called off their six-month industrial action. We attribute the drop to the fact that most of the fraudsters are students who need to temporarily step down their activities to return to their studies. However, we expect the growth to continue as soon as they are fully settled in school. This finding further supports the observations in [2] and [43] that Nigerian youths and undergraduates are actively involved in cybercrime, a trend that if not checked will continue to contribute to the declining standard of education in the country.

**4.2 Automatic Data Classification**

We treat the grouping of forum posts into various (related) crime categories as a multi-class classification task and adopt supervised machine learning procedures to solve it as follows:

**Dataset.** We adopt the 679,222 posts identified as crime-related in our dataset in Section 3.1 as our dataset for the multi-class problem.

**Training Set.** The 655 crime posts out of the 1,035 samples selected in Section 3.1.

**Training Set Y-labels (Class labels).** Academic, Employment, Dating, Spirituality, and Other.

**Feature Sets.** Words frequency from bag of words contained in forum posts after stemming and removal of stop words.

**Choice of ML Algorithm.** SVM based on its good performance on our dataset from the experiment on Section 3.1.

**Model Validation.** We applied 5-fold cross validation on the resulting model using the training set as input and obtained the performance shown on the confusion matrix (Table 5).

**Multi-Class Dataset Classification.** The result of classification of the crime subset of the dataset using the SVM model (Table 6) shows that posts exploiting academic fraud are the most significant, accounting for 68.32% of the posts. We are not surprised by this result. For example, the results of the May/June 2014 West African Examinations Council (WAEC) exams released in August 2014, shows that over 68% of candidates that sat for the exam failed to achieve the five required minimum credits (including English and Mathematics) required to gain entrance into institutions of higher learning in Nigeria. Performance has continued to dwindle over the years - being at abysmal levels of between 23 to 38 percent since 2008, except in 2011 when 42 percent was achieved.

WAEC is not the only examination body that is experiencing dwindling performance. In fact, cheating and academic fraud are common occurrences in most public examination bodies including the Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board (responsible for entrance examinations into institutions of higher learning in Nigeria), GCE, academic departments of institutions of higher learning, among others. Second to the academic fraud category is Employment fraud with a score of 19.11%. This can be linked to high unemployment rate in Nigeria which is stated as 23.9% in 2011 according to Nigerian Bureau of Statistics [37]. Fraudsters exploit this development by advertising non-existent jobs on different media in order to defraud unsuspecting victims. The Dating/Romance Category constituting of 3.37%, targets men/women in search of partners or sexual relation-
68.32% | 464,069 | 14,217 | 35 | 1 | 2 | 22,897 | 140 | 655 | 32 | 16 | Other | 2.09% | 37 | 18 | 136 | 417 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 413 | 679,222 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 17 | 431 | 140 | 35 | 32 | 129,811 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 31 | 32 | 655 | 100.00% | 679,222 | 100.00% | 417 | 148 | 18 | 35 | 37 | 17 | 19.11% | 35 | 3.37% | 148 | Posts | 23 | 7 | 54x420 | insight on this class is given next.

The Spirituality category made up of 2.09% targets victims of religion/spirituality in search of solutions to their problems. Many of them are usually victims of fraudsters with schemes such as the one seen in this study) and note the ineffectiveness of the measure in addressing the type of cybercrime we studied, especially during the period of our study. In addition, we give recommendations on future work to address this problem.

5. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss a countermeasure instituted by the Nigerian telecommunications regulatory authorities (aimed at reducing crimes perpetrated using mobile phones such as the one seen in this study) and note the ineffectiveness of the measure in addressing the type of cybercrime we studied, especially during the period of our study. In addition, we give recommendations on future work to address this problem.
5.1 Curbing Crime through SIM Card Registration

The Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) enacted a policy in 2011 requiring all GSM phone owners to register their SIMs with their telecommunication service providers [11]. The registration involves capturing some essential personal data and biometric information of the subscriber into a database. The NCC explained that one of the key objectives of the SIM registration was to assist law enforcement agencies during the investigation of crimes employing such phone numbers. Since our work concerns investigation of the use of mobile phones for cybercriminal activities, we decided to further analyze our data to see whether the SIM registration introduced by the NCC actually helped in reducing cybercrime on the forum, or influenced attacker behavior in any way.

Our study of activities on the forum from inception to the end of 2011 (the year that SIM registration started) shows that the number of posts on the forum were very few and phone numbers were rarely present. However, events (posts) on the forum took a different dimension from 2012 (a few months after the commencement of SIM registration), with the number of posts shooting up from 47,875 in 2012 to 663,986 in the first eleven months of 2013 and the number of recorded phone numbers rising from 1,008 to 11,763 in the same period. From this, it appears as if the SIM registration policy, instead of curbing crime activities on the forum, has encouraged its growth instead. But that is not the situation. We think the real issue is the absence of cybercrime law in the country up till the end of 2014 – one was enacted in November 2014; and weak investigation and prosecution capabilities on the part of the law enforcement agencies. Various laws and enactments exist in the Nigerian law books that deal with fraud and other financial crimes (e.g., Section 419 of the Nigerian criminal code from which the notorious 419 scam got its name and the economic and financial crimes bill), but none of them was strong and comprehensive enough to deal with modern day intricate and sophisticated cybercriminal activities.

Furthermore, the law enforcement agencies – the police, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) and Code of Conduct Bureau are not well equipped to investigate and prosecute this type of crime.

In conclusion, the enforcement of GSM registration in the country in 2011 would not be a serious bother to the cybercriminals involved in this forum. For instance, the NCC reported that the telecommunication companies have not been cooperative in the implementation of the SIM registration policy resulting in the unprecedented fine of USD 5.2bn imposed on MTN by NCC and the loss of 5.1 million subscribers by MTN in August 2015 as a result of the NCC sanction [4].

5.2 Recommendation for Future Work

Opportunity exists to improve this work by carrying out interdisciplinary research, meshing together the economics of institutions with the economics of security to understand the social, political, and economic factors influencing the development of this type of cybercrime in its environment. Another possible direction to extend this work is to carry out interdisciplinary studies exploring whether more people will fall for those scams in Nigeria than the UK, for instance. Yet another possible research direction is to build a browser plugin to flag posts on forums, and “phone home” to us, to report the geo-location of victims that click through scam posts despite warnings from the plugin. Another possible way to extend this work is to carry out a measurement study searching for forums containing scam services and their prices with the aim of quantifying the size of this
scam. These would allow us to have a more comprehensive view of what is happening out there.

6. RELATED WORK

Cybercrime in general and 419 in particular, have attracted investigative interest of many authors and researchers in recent times. Costin et al. [13] investigated cybercriminals’ use of phone numbers in various fraud schemes. The study shows that phone number analysis can assist investigators and crime fighters in understanding criminals’ mode of operations in an online setting. Knowledge of such schemes can be vital in assisting stakeholders to develop defense strategies against such crimes. As the study found out, phone numbers are stable attributes which are used over a long time by the criminals to reach their victims unlike other volatile attributes like email addresses. In this study we rely on the analysis of phone numbers contained in our dataset to understand the activities of the criminals using the forum as a platform.

Isacenkova et al. [28] studied Nigerian 419 operations using phone number and email address attribute analysis. The authors applied machine learning and graph visualization techniques to analyze attributes of crime data contained in an online repository and revealed the importance of phone numbers and email address attributes in linking and grouping together crime events attributable to the same set of criminals—knowledge vital in understanding crime operations and evolution over time. Their work is closely related to ours in the form of techniques applied—analysis of crime data attributes (phone numbers, email, others) using machine learning techniques and depiction of the actors’ operations using graph visualization tools—but differs from it with respect to the data sources used and period covered. Our main data was extracted from an active online discussion forum¹ and covers the period Jan 2012–Nov 2013 complemented with recent data from other online webpages, while Isacenkova et al. [28]’s data consists of aggregated email data stored on www.419scam.org, a scam aggregator website, covering the period Jan 2009–August 2012. Another major difference between the two studies is the victims being targeted by the criminals responsible for the two data sources. For the www.419scam.org, the targets seem to be email users from all over the world while the Nigerian forum¹ focuses on Nigerians resident in Nigeria especially students and unemployed youths, allowing us to shed light on this previously unstudied cybercrime. While the scam and targeted audience are different, the methodology used is similar to that in [10].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we made the point that existing computer security research is not balanced in the coverage of the global online community. Most existing cybercrime research focuses on the US, EU, and some Asian countries to a little extent while some regions especially Nigeria and other African countries are completely neglected. This imbalance in study coverage leaves a lot of room for cybercriminals to hide in under-researched regions to practice unique types of cybercrimes in those regions unknown to the rest of the global online community, thus contributing to the insecurity of the Internet. We underscore this point by investigating a type of cybercrime peculiar to Nigeria and unknown to the West. The main targets of this category of cybercriminals are unemployed youths and secondary school leavers while the high rate of youths’ unemployment and dysfunctional education system exacerbated by prolonged strikes by university lecturers were the main catalysts propelling the crime. We conclude by proposing some potential future work.
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